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� Hash Codes are the underlying technology.

� Chaining data with hash codes proves 

provenance.provenance.

� Blockchain is a form of chained data that 

adds difficulty.

� Bitcoin relies on blockchain.



� A hash function is any math function used to 

map data of arbitrary size to data of a fixed 

size. The data of fixed size is called the hash 

code.code.

� A cryptographic hash function is:

� Not reversible

� Not reconstructible or predictable

� Uniform in density within the hash space



� SHA-256 is the cryptographic hash function 

used most often currently.

� The fixed data size of an SHA-256 hash code 

is 256 bits.is 256 bits.

� A 256-bit number has 115,792,089,237,316, 

195,423,570,985,008,687,907,853,269,984,66

5,640,564,039,457,584,007,913,129,639,936 

possibilities.

� 1.16 x 1077 possibilities.



� 256 bits:
� 10110011000111110010101011011100000110101010011

01011010100010001111001010010110011000111110010

1010110111000001101010100110101101010001000111110101101110000011010101001101011010100010001111

00101001011001100011111001010101101110000011010

10100110101101010001000111100101001110010100111

001010011100101000100

� Expressed as 64 hexadecimal digits:

� 42af9847ec7ba63792d93ba746290021edf84742

af9847ec7ba63792d93ba746



� Mass of the Milky Way: 6 x 1042 kg.

� Mass of a neutron: 1.67 x 10-27 kg.

� Neutron masses in the Milky Way: 3.6 x 1069.

Half are protons, and each proton has an � Half are protons, and each proton has an 

electron, so there are 5.4 x 1069 protons, 

neutrons, and electrons in the Milky Way.

� You could assign 10 million unique SHA-256 

hash codes to every p, n, e in the Milky Way 

galaxy, and use less than half of them.



� Another way to look at it:

� If a trillion people hashed a trillion documents 

every day for a trillion years, there would only be 

a 50-50 chance that some random two of all of a 50-50 chance that some random two of all of 

those documents had the same SHA-256 

hashcode.



� You could generate an SHA-256 hash of every digital book, 
every digital photo, every digital recording, every computer 
file, in the world, for centuries, and no two would ever 
match.

… and that means …… and that means …

� If I generate an SHA-256 hash of my book manuscript, and 
print it in the want ads of the New York Times together with 
my name, I can prove to the satisfaction of a court at any 
later time that it’s mine.

� The only way to get that hash code is to hash that exact 
manuscript, which means I had the manuscript at the time 
the ad was printed in the New York Times. It’s mine.



� Data blocks can be chained together using hash codes.

� To generate a link in the chain, combine the last Result Hash 

Code with the new Data Block, and hash time to create a 

new Result Hash Code.new Result Hash Code.
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� The only way to get the last Result Hash Code is to 
have processed the exact entire chain.

� Chaining means we don’t have to have one want ad 
for each item. Publishing the last Result Hash Code 
protects the whole chain.
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� One way to make sure that chains aren’t tampered with, 
earning trust, is to publish the whole chain.

� If we have private data – trade secrets – that we don’t 
want to make public, we can chain the hash of the 
private document.

� Here, the data is itself another hash code.
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� Blockchain adds two items to each block in our 

chain, the block number and the nonce.

� Block number is self-descriptive, but what is the 

nonce? A slight diversion first….
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� First necessary attribute of a currency is scarcity.

� Second necessary attribute of a currency is trust.

� If gold and silver weren’t scarce, they couldn’t have � If gold and silver weren’t scarce, they couldn’t have 

been used as a currency.

� Counterfeiting is illegal to keep dollars scarce.

� Assaying gold and silver establishes trust.

� Stamping coins of gold and silver establishes trust.

� US currency was redesigned to enhance trust.



� The nonce is that number such that it makes the Result Hash 

Code equal to zeroes in the leading digits.

� The nonce makes the Result Hash Code difficult to calculate 

because you can’t just solve for the value, you have to keep 

calculating nonces until the condition is met.calculating nonces until the condition is met.
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� The nonce is a way of making solutions scarce.
� The difficulty of finding the nonce for each block 

can be increased by requiring more leading 
zeroes.
Making the nonce difficult to calculate –� Making the nonce difficult to calculate –
increasing the number of leading zeroes 
required in the Result Hash Code – is a way of 
making solutions scarce.

� The nonce is also a way of increasing trust, 
because the blockchain is impossible to 
recalculate without finding a new set of nonces.



� Another way the blockchain earns trust is 

that the same blockchain is hosted on 

multiple computers of multiple owners.

� Even if you could corrupt the blockchain on � Even if you could corrupt the blockchain on 

one computer, and recalculate the nonces, 

the other computers will reject the changes.

� All of the computers would have to be 

corrupted in the same way at the same time 

to corrupt the blockchain.



� Bitcoin is a currency because the nonces

make the values of the Bitcoin blockchain

scarce and trustworthy.

� Calculating nonces is called mining for � Calculating nonces is called mining for 

Bitcoins.

� As people get faster at calculating nonces, 

the difficulty level is increased so the number 

of Bitcoins don’t grow too fast to hold value.

� That is, Bitcoin is kept scarce.



� The Bitcoin blockchain has trust and 

scarcity.

� This is why Bitcoin can act as a currency.

Transactions are handled in the Bitcoin� Transactions are handled in the Bitcoin

ledger.

� Transactions rely on the use of digital 

signatures, another cryptographic 

technique.



� Bitcoin relies on cryptographic methods 

to establish scarcity and trust.

� Bitcoin relies on cryptographic methods 

to carry out transactions.to carry out transactions.

� Quantum computing may make current 

cryptographic methods obsolete.

� The one threat to Bitcoin on the horizon 

is quantum computing.



� Transactions currently are of two types:
� Exchange of tokens.

� Trusted third parties.

Exchange of tokens is when one person � Exchange of tokens is when one person 

hands over physical cash or some other 

physical item for their part of the transaction.

� Trusted third parties – credit card companies, 

banks, credit unions – take part in all other 

transactions.



� The current economy depends on trusted 
third parties.

� When you use your credit card, the vendor 
and you both trust the credit card company.and you both trust the credit card company.

� When you write a check, the payee and you 
both trust the bank.

� Every other transaction requires cash, which 
means carrying money around.

� And for dollar-denominated transactions, 
you trust the US government to maintain 
the scarcity and trust of US dollars.



� Bitcoin provides the scarcity and trust 
required of a currency without reliance on 
any government.

� Bitcoin provides the scarcity and trust � Bitcoin provides the scarcity and trust 
required for transactions, without the 
transfer of physical tokens or the use of 
trusted third parties.

� Bitcoin threatens the business models and 
profits of banks, credit card companies, and 
even the Federal Reserve.



� Blockchain without a difficult nonce is 
absolute proof of provenance.

� Sign a contract with someone? Blockchain
it. No one can ever claim that isn’t the it. No one can ever claim that isn’t the 
contract.

� Have a manuscript? Blockchain the hash. 
You can prove that manuscript is yours.

� Have an invention? Write it up and 
blockchain the hash of the document. You 
can prove prior invention rights.



� Blockchain also prevents things from being 

changed, like evidence, government 

documents, and the like.

� Blockchain makes the revision of history � Blockchain makes the revision of history 

impossible.

� Nothing in the blockchain can be changed 

or the chain will not calculate properly or 

the hash codes will not match.

� “Nineteen Eighty-Four” need not apply.


